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Dear Mr. Sabir:

Manuscript ID VMS3-2022-Aug-0648.R1 entitled "Effect of strontium ranelate and cerium oxide addition in the diet on
bone quality and expression level of osteocalcin and alkaline phosphatase genes in broiler chicken" which you submitted
to Veterinary Medicine and Science, has been reviewed.  I will be happy to accept your paper pending minor revisions.  I
invite you to respond to the comments appended below and revise your manuscript.

Before submitting your revisions:

1.  Prepare a response to the reviewer comments appended below in point-by-point fashion. In order to expedite the
processing of the revised manuscript, please be as specific as possible in your response and indicate the page numbers
in the manuscript where you have addressed each comment.

2. Prepare a revised manuscript (word document), highlighting the changes you’ve made. Save this new document on
your computer as you will be asked to upload it during the revision submission process. NOTE: Please be sure to keep in
mind reviewer comments and incorporate your responses within the manuscript. There may well be areas where you
disagree; for example, you may want to write, "A reviewer suggests that... However, I disagree because...". In any case,
please try to address all of the concerns that are raised within the manuscript.

3. In addition to your revised manuscript with changes highlighted, please also save a “clean” copy where the changes
are not marked.

Author Contribution Indication
The contributions of each author to this work must now be indicated when you submit your revised manuscript using
CRediT taxonomy (http://credit.niso.org/contributor-roles-defined/). If not provided already you MUST provide this
information as part of the revision process. Author Contributions will be published with the accepted article and cannot be
edited after article acceptance. Therefore you must ensure the Author Contribution information you provide is accurate
prior to final acceptance.

To submit your revised manuscript:

1. Log in by clicking on the link below

*** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a webpage to confirm. ***

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/vetmedsci?URL_MASK=cd5be605d31a457a9a9081e23e02a607

OR

Log into https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/vetmedsci and click on Author Center. Under author resources, use the button
“Click here to submit a revision”. PLEASE DO NOT SUBMIT YOUR REVISIONS AS A NEW MANUSCRIPT.

2. Follow the on-screen instructions. First you will be asked to provide your “Response to Decision Letter”—this is the
response to reviewer comments that you prepared earlier.

3. Click through the next few screens to verify that all previously provided information is correct.

http://credit.niso.org/contributor-roles-defined/
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/vetmedsci?URL_MASK=cd5be605d31a457a9a9081e23e02a607
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/vetmedsci
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4. File Upload:  Delete any files that you will be replacing (this includes your old manuscript). Upload your new revised
manuscript file with changes highlighted, a “clean” copy of your revised manuscript file, any replacement figures/tables, or
any new files. Once this is complete, the list of files in the “My Files” section should ONLY contain the final versions of
everything.  REMEMBER: figures/tables should be in jpeg, tiff, or eps format. If you haven't done so already, please
consider uploading an image of the organism(s) studied in your paper to be considered for online cover and blog
publication.

5. In the 'Details and Comments' step, ensure that you have designated which figure should be used for the graphical
table of contents and provided a 2-3 sentence abbreviated abstract summarising your article.

6. Review and submit: please be sure to double-check everything carefully so that your manuscript can be processed as
quickly as possible.

Deadlines:
Because we are trying to facilitate timely publication of manuscripts submitted to Veterinary Medicine and Science,your
revised manuscript should be uploaded as soon as possible. If it is not possible for you to submit your revision in 30 days,
we may have to consider your paper as a new submission. If you feel that you will be unable to submit your revision
within the time allowed please contact me to discuss the possibility of extending the revision time.

Wiley Editing Services Available to All Authors
Should you be interested, Wiley Editing Services offers expert help with manuscript, language, and format editing, along
with other article preparation services. You can learn more about this service option at www.wileyauthors.com/eeo/
preparation. You can also check out Wiley’s collection of free article preparation resources for general guidance about
writing and preparing your manuscript at www.wileyauthors.com/eeo/prepresources.

Once again, thank you for submitting your manuscript to Veterinary Medicine and Science and I look forward to receiving
your revision.

Sincerely,
Prof. Gayle Hallowell
Editor in Chief, Veterinary Medicine and Science
gayle.hallowell@medicine.vet

Associate Editor Comments to Author:

Associate Editor
Comments to the Author:
THE AUTHORS HAVE REVISED THE PAPER APPROPRIATELY. THE LAST REVISION I WOULD LIKE YOU TO MAKE
IS TO ADD MORE SPECIFIC DETAILS IN L28-30 TO REMIND THE READER WHAT FACTORS WERE STUDIED IN
THE EXPERIMENT. JUST STATING 'FACTORIAL TEST' IS NOT SUFFICIENT.

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author:

Reviewer: 2

Comments to the Author
Thanks for change every thing to improve your article as I requested.
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